
                                Physics 2100 Lecture syllabus, Fall semester 2018
Konrad A. Aniol, BS347/349 3-2100
aniol@jlab.org,  kaniol@calstatela.edu 
NOTE: Include your email address in the text of the message if you send email from OutLook at 
CSULA. OutLook does not show the email address of mailers!
Instructor web page: http://www.calstatela.edu/faculty/konrad-aniol

Class meeting time: TR 8:00am-9:15am in SH260.

Textbook: University Physics 14th edition by Young and Freedman.

Basic facts you will learn: Consider these facts as a study guide for the exams.
fact1 The necessity of dimensional analysis in problem solving
fact2 The use of scalars and vectors in understanding  physical observables
fact3 The use of the kinematic vectors, displacement, velocity, acceleration
fact 4 The differences between distance vs displacement and speed vs velocity
fact 5 Application of the kinematic equations for constant acceleration
fact 6 Understanding the kinematics of projectile motion and circular motion
fact 7 Successful application of Newton's 3 laws of motion
fact 8 Using the  relation between the vectors of force and acceleration to calculate particle 
motion.
fact 9 Exploiting contact forces and non contact forces in free body diagrams
fact 10 The role of the vectors force and displacement in calculating work done on a body.
fact 11 The meaning of kinetic energy, potential energy, mechanical energy and power.
fact 12 Under what circumstances is mechanical energy conserved or not conserved?
fact 13 The definition of the momentum vector. Under what circumstances is momentum 
conserved?
Applications of momentum in collisions.
Rotational kinematics and dynamics of rigid bodies
The definition of the angular momentum vector. Under what circumstances is angular 
momentum conserved?
Properties of macroscopic bodies under various forces
The conditions needed for stable and unstable equilibrium
Applications of Newton's law of universal gravity
Hooke's law and the conditions favorable for bodies to experience periodic motion 

You will be required to read the assigned sections and encouraged to watch some videos before 
coming to class. The assigned sections are listed in the table below. The video lectures are the 
legendary lectures given by Professor Walter Lewin. They can be found at:

http://videolectures.net/mit801f99_physics_classical_mechanics/

http://videolectures.net/mit801f99_physics_classical_mechanics/
http://east-of-rhine.kaniol.org/p2100/angmom.pdf
http://east-of-rhine.kaniol.org/p2100/rotdyn.pdf
http://east-of-rhine.kaniol.org/p2100/rotkin.pdf
http://east-of-rhine.kaniol.org/p2100/fact13.pdf
http://east-of-rhine.kaniol.org/p2100/fact12.pdf
http://east-of-rhine.kaniol.org/p2100/fact11.pdf
http://east-of-rhine.kaniol.org/p2100/fact10.pdf
http://east-of-rhine.kaniol.org/p2100/fact9.pdf
http://east-of-rhine.kaniol.org/p2100/fact8.pdf
http://east-of-rhine.kaniol.org/p2100/fact7.pdf
http://east-of-rhine.kaniol.org/p2100/fact6.pdf
http://east-of-rhine.kaniol.org/p2100/fact5.pdf
http://east-of-rhine.kaniol.org/p2100/fact4.pdf
http://east-of-rhine.kaniol.org/p2100/fact3.pdf
http://east-of-rhine.kaniol.org/p2100/fact2.pdf
http://east-of-rhine.kaniol.org/p2100/fact1.pdf
http://www.calstatela.edu/faculty/konrad-aniol
mailto:kaniol@calstatela.edu?subject=phys2100
mailto:aniol@jlab.org?subject=phys2100


This class has three components: lecture, lab, and activity. The lab will make approximately 15%
to 25% of the final grade. The activity is graded on a pass/fail basis. You must pass both the lab 
and activity in order to pass the class.  Homework vs final grade.

Grading:
Three Midterm exams: 60%
Final exam: 40%
To get an A you need to score 85% or higher. A grade between 80 and 84 will correspond to A-. 
75-79 (B+), 70-74 (B), 65-69 (B-), 60-64 (C+), 55-59 (C), 50-54 (C-), 40-49 (D), 0-39 (F).

Homework is not graded but is encouraged. The odd problems have answers in the book. If you 
have trouble understanding the answers see me. Homework vs final grade.

Disabilities: Please contact the Office for Students with Disabilities (OSD) for further 
information, such as specific accommodations for exams.

Academic Honesty: You shall not cheat, plagiarize, or otherwise pass on someone else's work as 
your own. If there is evidence of this, you may not pass the class and you may be referred to the 
Dean of the appropriate college.

Week Lecture Topic Online 
Video

homework

1 Units, Physical Quantities, and Vectors: vectors (1.7-1.9) #1, 2, 3 density
Units, Physical Quantities, and Vectors: more on vectors 1.91, 1.93
Motion Along a Straight Line: displacement, velocity, and 
acceleration (2.1-2.4)

2.1, 2.6
2.11, 2.21

2 Motion Along a Straight Line: motion with constant a, freefall 
(2.4-2.5)

#4 2.31, 2.37 

Motion Along a Straight Line: motion with non-constant a (2.6) 2.51
Motion in 2 or 3 Dimensions: displacement, velocity, 
acceleration with vectors, projectile motion (3.1-3.3)

3.1, 3.7
3.10

3 #6 3.23
Motion in 2 or 3 Dimensions: projectile motion, motion in a 
circle (3.4)

3.35, 3.57 
Wittgenstein

Motion in 2 or 3 Dimensions: motion in a circle, relative 
velocity (3.5)                  p3.33

3.60, 3.61
3.40

4 Newton’s Laws of Motion: Newton’s 1st and 2nd laws, free 
body diagrams (4.1-4.4, 4.6)

4.1, 4.2,
4.7 4. 19,

Newton’s Laws of Motion: Newton’s 3rd law, free body 
diagrams (4.5-4.6)

4.23, 4.26

EXAM #1, see faculty page for the date, 
http://www.calstatela.edu/faculty/konrad-aniol
me.eqns.pdf        me1.1soln.pdf           me1.2soln.pdf

hit-window8s

5 Applying Newton’s Laws: static equilibrium (5.1) #8 5.3, 5.6
Applying Newton’s Laws: F=ma (5.2) 5.16, 5.17
Applying Newton’s Laws: friction (5.3)      5.42, 5.86
Terminal Velocity – Stokes' Law

5.26, 5.35

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K389Fw2U5sk
http://east-of-rhine.kaniol.org/p2100/hit-window-8s.pdf
http://east-of-rhine.kaniol.org/p2100/me1.2soln.pdf
http://east-of-rhine.kaniol.org/p2100/me1.1soln.pdf
http://east-of-rhine.kaniol.org/p2100/me.eqns.pdf
http://www.calstatela.edu/faculty/konrad-aniol
http://east-of-rhine.kaniol.org/p2100/exam1-scores.pdf
http://east-of-rhine.kaniol.org/p2100/p340.pdf
http://east-of-rhine.kaniol.org/p2100/p3.33.pdf
http://east-of-rhine.kaniol.org/p2100/Wittgenstein.doc
http://east-of-rhine.kaniol.org/p2100/human.density.doc
http://east-of-rhine.kaniol.org/p2100/PACF2018.pdf
http://east-of-rhine.kaniol.org/p2100/hwvsgrade.pdf
http://east-of-rhine.kaniol.org/p2100/hwvsgradep1100.pdf


6 Applying Newton’s Laws: circular motion (5.4)    5.50, 5.100 #11, 13 5.43, 5.49
Work and KE: work-kinetic energy theorem, dot product 
review (6.1-6.2)                 6.34 

6.1, 6.3
6.16, 6.21

Work and KE: more on work-KE theorem, varying forces (6.3) 6.34, 6.49

7
                                           6.66
Work and KE: power (6.4)                         6.60
PE and Energy Conservation: gravitational and elastic PE (7.1-
7.2)         7.12

6.51, 6.55
7.1, 7.9
7.17, 7.24

PE and Energy Conservation: conservative forces, force and PE
(7.3-7.4)

7.26, 7.30
7.35

8 PE and Energy Conservation: more on force and PE, energy 
diagrams (7.5)            7.52, 7.58

#15, 
16, 17

7.41, 7.51

Momentum, Impulse, and Collisions: impulse-momentum 
theorem (8.1-8.2)   8.2, 8.8, 8.24, 

8.1, 8.3
8.16, 8.31

Momentum, Impulse, and Collisions: collisions (8.3) 8.33, 8.41
9 Momentum, Impulse, and Collisions: elastic collisions, center 

of mass (8.4-8.5)
8.47, 8.50
8.52, 8.55

Catch-up/review day
Exam 2 see faculty page for the date, Exam 2 solutions 
http://www.calstatela.edu/faculty/konrad-aniol

10 Rotation of Rigid Bodies: angular kinematics (9.1-9.3)
9.4, 9.22, 9.40, 9.54

#19 9.1, 9.2, 9.10, 
9.15
9.19, 9.25

Rotation of Rigid Bodies: energy in rot. motion, parallel axis 
theorem (9.4-9.5)

9.28, 9.39
9.51, 9.52

Rotation of Rigid Bodies: moment of inertia (9.6) 9.53, 9.55
11 Dynamics of Rotational Motion: torque, cross product review 

10.1                   10.4
#20, 21 10.1, 10.7

10.2, 10.8 
Dynamics of Rotational Motion: Στz = Izωz 10.9, 10.16
Dynamics of Rotational Motion: dW = τzdθ, P = dW/dt = τzωz

work and power (10.2, 10.4) 10.30
10.19, 10.25 
10.29, 10.33

12 Dynamics of Rotational Motion: angular momentum (10.5-
10.6)

10.35, 10.38
10.41, 10.49

Equilibrium and Elasticity: solving equilibrium problems (11.1-
11.3)

11.1, 11.2
11.10, 11.13

No class (Veteran’s Day)
13 Equilibrium and Elasticity: solving equilibrium problems, cont. #26 11.18

EXAM #3 see faculty page for the date, me3-eqns.pdf
me3-p2100solns.pdf
 http://www.calstatela.edu/faculty/konrad-aniol

14 Gravitation: 1/r2 law, weight, gravitational PE (13.1-13.3)
Gravitation: more on gravitational PE, motion of satellites 
(13.4)

#22 13.1, 13.6
13.13, 13.15
13.16, 13.17
13.23, 13.25

No class (Thanksgiving/”Study Day”)
No class (Thanksgiving)

http://east-of-rhine.kaniol.org/p2100/me3-p2100solns.pdf
http://east-of-rhine.kaniol.org/p2100/me3-eqns.pdf
http://www.calstatela.edu/faculty/konrad-aniol
http://www.calstatela.edu/faculty/konrad-aniol
http://east-of-rhine.kaniol.org/p2100/me2_solutions.htm
http://east-of-rhine.kaniol.org/p2100/exam2.plot.pdf


15 Periodic Motion: basics of oscillation and SHM (14.1-14.2) #10 14.2, 14.3
Periodic Motion: energy in SHM, applications of SHM (14.3-
14.4)

14.9, 14.17
14.25, 14.33

Periodic Motion: more on applications, simple pendulum (14.5) 14.42, 14.43
14.47, 14.48




